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In classical antiquity, an oracle was a person or agency considered to provide wise and insightful counsel or
prophetic predictions or precognition of the future, inspired by the gods.
Oracle - Wikipedia
Etymology. The modern English word druid derives from the Latin druidÄ“s (plural), which was considered by
ancient Roman writers to come from the native Celtic Gaulish word for these figures.
Druid - Wikipedia
Near the Gates of Hades, which is a hole now covered with concrete slabs, is the Psychomantium of
Poseidon, the Oracle of the Souls. AÃŠ psychomantium is an ancient form of mirror gazing
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Ancient American describes the true prehistory of America's continent, regardless of presently fashionable
belief-systems, and provide a public forum for certified experts and non-professionals alike to freely express
their views without fear nor favor.
Ancient American Magazine: Back Issues
Fig. 2.2 Liu Gang, a Chinese attorney, purchased this map from a Shanghai antique dealer in 2001. A
description on the map says that it is a copy of an original 1418 Ming-dynasty map which the artist Mo Yi-tong
copied in 1763.
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If you're not a member of the Avalon Forum, we warmly invite you to apply to join our community. And if you
appreciate and value this resource, which has taken quite a lot of work
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